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Open Learning Initiative - University Preparatory Program (OLIve-UP) 2016-2017 
 
The Open Learning Initiative - University Preparatory Program (OLIve-UP) prepares students           
with refugee status for Bachelors and Masters programs at internationally recognized           
universities. The program has two key teaching areas: Academic Tutoring and Academic English             
teaching.  
 
Academic tutoring prepares students for further studies in their chosen field through intensive             
academic tutoring in different subjects, including Economics, International Relations,         
Law/Human Rights, Business Studies, International Business Law, Political Science, Public          
Policy and Public Administration, or Sociology & Social Anthropology (additional subjects may            
be offered). 
 
The Academic English component of the program aims at developing students’ English language             
proficiency to a level necessary for university study through intensive English language training,             
and also provides them with post-graduate level academic writing, critical thinking and study             
skills. 
 
Additionally, students in the program audit Masters classes at CEU (or BA courses in other               
universities in Budapest). Students also take part in advocacy training workshops, designed to             
give them tools to advocate for the rights of refugees and others.  
 
OLIve-UP Faculty 
  
Academic Tutors teach seminars, provide individual consultations and hold weekly office hours            
with OLIve-UP students. Their focus is on the students gaining the requisite preparatory             
knowledge so that they can make a successful university level studies application during or by               
the end of the program. 
 
The Academic English Instructors teach the language necessary for entering academic study in             
English at the MA level. Grammar, vocabulary, speaking, listening, reading and writing are all              
practiced. The Academic Writing Instructor provides the students with a grounding in areas             
including critical thinking, argumentation, structuring papers, and using sources. 
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I. General Responsibilities  
 
1. Academic Tutors  
 
As academic tutors you are expected to do the following: 
 

• Develop and write a course syllabus for the two terms of the program (for more on the                 
course syllabus requirements for each term please see below) 

• Teach three weekly tutoring sessions of 100 minutes per term.  
• Grade/evaluate/guide students during the course of the program (see Section V below            

for more on grades). 
• Hold office hours each week, totalling 30 minutes per student per week. Students             

should make individual appointments with their tutors, and should be required to            
attend each semester at least 5 office hour visits.  

• Keep track of students’ attendance through an online system, details of which will be              
communicated to you by the Program Coordinator. 

• Be ready to discuss issues with the Academic Program Manager in person or over email.               
While respecting confidentiality, do promptly raise issues which might severely affect           
students' performance in the program (disciplinary and attitude issues, learning          
disabilities, etc.). 

• Be available to attend program meetings and events.  
 
2. Academic English Instructors 
 
As Academic English language instructors you are expected to do the following: 
 

• Hold introductory classes during the Orientation week with the aim of assessing the             
knowledge and level of English of the students. 

• Develop and write the Course Descriptions for the two terms. Course Descriptions            
should contain the specific aims of the class in the given term, a detailed syllabus, the                
materials used and a detailed grading system. It should enable students to comprehend             
what they can expect from the course and what is expected from them in the given term.                 
Course Descriptions should be submitted to the Co-Director responsible for English           
(ridoutd@ceu.edu) by the deadline agreed on and when approved, uploaded on the CEU             
E-Learning platform for every term. 

• Teach three classes of 100 minutes each week and offer consultations to students. 
• Grade/evaluate/guide students during the year (for more on grades see section V) 
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• Be available on demand for discussions and extra consultations with students (Office            

Hours). No specific slot for Office Hours need be scheduled; consultations should take             
place as agreed with students. One Office Hour per week should be added to the monthly                
payment breakdown. 

• Keep track of students’ attendance through an online system, details of which will be              
communicated to you by the Program Coordinator. 

• Be ready to discuss issues with the Co-Director responsible for English           
(ridoutd@ceu.edu) in person or over email. Respecting confidentiality, promptly raise          
issues which might severely affect students' performance in the program (disciplinary           
and attitude issues, learning disabilities, etc.). 

• Be available to attend  meetings and events.  
 
3. Academic Writing Instructor 
 
As Academic Writing Instructor, you are expected to do the following: 
 

• Teach regular classes in the Winter and Spring Terms. 
• Be available for individual consultation with all students throughout the academic year. 
• Liaise with both tutors and English teachers on how best to develop student writing. 

 
 
II. Tutors’ Duties and Responsibilities in the Winter Term (9 January - 02 April 2017) 
 
Tutors’ main responsibility is to develop and teach a course syllabus for the first term together                
with a reader. The tutors are requested to send the course description to the Academic Program                
Manager by Friday, January 20 for approval.  
 
The Program prepares students to make university applications at BA and MA level. Tutors              
assist students with their applications, but it is important that a clear line is drawn so that the                  
student remains entirely responsible for the content of the application. In other words, tutors              
should offer guidance on how to write an application but the final form of the application should                 
be entirely the responsibility of the student. For those applying at MA level, CEU MA               
applications are due on Wednesday, February 1. 
 
Guidelines on syllabus preparation:  
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• Once approved by the Academic Program Manager, you are asked to upload the             

final course description and the readings to CEU’s e-learning platform by           
Wednesday, January 25. 

• E-learning training is available as needed. Please inform the Program          
Coordinator and a training session will be arranged.  

• Take into account the following as you assemble your syllabus: 
o Students should read an average of 20-30 pages for each session. However            

you can adopt the workload depending on the student’s level, including by            
requiring less reading for students unable to perform at this volume (and            
building up to more pages throughout the term) as well as by designating             
additional recommended readings for the more advanced students. 

o The readings should be selected keeping in mind that students may have            
varying backgrounds in the discipline. The idea is to teach the students            
critical reading and to encourage them to think in theoretical and           
analytical terms. 

o OLIve-UP operates a 12-week teaching term. You can consider including a           
reading/writing week in the 6th week of term, where there will not be             
classes but you should be available to consult with students as they write             
their midterm papers.  

o Assessment methods vary but we recommend the following standard         
(deviations from which are possible but require the permission of the           
Academic Program Manager): 

▪ Two to four response papers (depending on your assessment         
of the students’ academic and English level) spaced out over the           
term, one midterm paper of about 1,500 words, due at the end of             
Week 6, 20-26 February 2017, and a final paper or exam of about              
3,000 words, due 2 April  2017. 

▪ Some of you may wish to assign policy briefs or a take-home exam             
in place of the papers, in keeping with your disciplinary traditions.           
This is acceptable, so long as the workload is broadly equivalent to            
the 'standard'. 

 
More information on assessment methods: 
 
1. Response papers. Response papers should balance summaries of texts read with evidence of              
critical reading skills. Students should gradually develop these critical skills as they write             
papers, the first one or two papers may be principally summaries of the paper, but tutors should                 
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help students develop capacities to critically reflect. As the term progresses, you should expect,              
and track, the development of critical reading skills. 
 
2. Midterm and final papers. Both papers should reflect what students have learnt in the               
course. The final paper should reflect a critical reading of texts assigned. The midterm paper               
should ideally show some development in being able to think critically. 
 
These are the general guidelines and you can follow this mode of assessment. We are aware                
however that not all subjects can be assessed in this way. Feel free to adapt the above                 
requirements especially the two papers. If in doubt, do not hesitate to contact the Academic               
Program Manager. 
 
 
III. Tutors’ Duties and Responsibilities in the the Spring Term (3 April to 25 June 2017) 
 
Courses in the Spring term should develop further the core introductory themes taught in the               
Winter term. Tutors should consider increasing the number of pages that students read (to              
around 30-40 pages per week, taking into consideration variations in students’ levels). During             
the Spring term, students should conduct a small research project on a topic that they choose in                 
consultation with their tutor and the Academic Program Manager and write up the results in an                
essay of around 4,000 words.  
 
We recommend that the Spring term syllabus incorporates discipline-appropriate methodology          
training to help students develop their research projects. Tutors should also include readings on              
topics that the students are researching (thus a few weeks of the syllabi should be               
individualised). We also recommend that you incorporate readings from CEU MA courses where             
appropriate.  
 
 
IV. English and Writing Instructors’ Duties and Responsibilities (Winter and Spring           
Terms 2017) 
 

1. Academic English 

 
In these classes, students encounter all aspects of language necessary for academic study in              
English. Grammar, vocabulary, speaking, listening, reading and writing are all practiced. If            
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necessary, classes will also be held to prepare students for specific English language exams              
required for BA or MA applications. 

During the Winter Term, the classes aim to consolidate students’ background knowledge in             
English and gradually build up higher-level language skills needed for academic studies.            
Emphasis is placed on academic reading, writing, speaking, and on building an extensive             
academic vocabulary. In the first week of term, teachers will assess the students' English across               
all skill areas will also give recommendations to the Co-Director responsible for English on              
whether any student should receive less language instruction.  

In the Spring Term, students continue building higher-level language skills needed to perform              
in a BA or MA academic environment.  

 

2. Academic Writing 
 

This part of the program consists of writing classes for the whole group. The idea behind the                 
Academic Writing course is to introduce students to the kind of challenges and difficulties              
connected to English academic writing that they will meet in their studies. Through both terms,               
students address such areas as writing processes, reading skills, critical reading, use of sources              
and making seminar presentations. In the second term, the focus is also on supporting              
individual students in writing their final research papers. For additional guidance, students are             
expected to meet the academic writing instructor during office hours throughout the six             
months.  

 
V. Grading  
 
CEU uses a system of letter grades and grade points for evaluating students’ work (please refer                
to the grade outline in the CEU Student Records Manual). Major assignments (i.e. term papers or                
final exams) graded ‘unsatisfactory’ may be retaken once within a given time frame agreed upon               
between the faculty member(s) and the student. Students who fail to submit work, or whose               
work fails to meet the minimum requirements for the assignment, will receive a grade of ‘F’. The                 
lowest passing grade is C+. At the end of each course, course instructors distribute a detailed                
breakdown of the course grade components. Please note that failing a core course results in               
termination of the program. 
 
Central European University uses the following grading system (for further information           
regarding Special Grades please refer to CEU’s Student Rights, Rules, and Academic Regulations.) 
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Grade Name Point Credit 

A Outstanding 4.00 Yes 

A- Excellent 3.67 Yes 

B+ Very Good 3.33 Yes 

B Good 3.00 Yes 

B- Satisfactory 2.67 Yes 

C+ Minimum Pass 2.33 Yes 

F Fail 0.00 No 

 
 
All the grades are submitted to the Academic Program Manager for approval. The Academic              
Program Manager will send the grades to the Coordinator to be entered into the system. Please                
also send graded midterm and final papers as well as your feedback on the student’s progress to                 
the Academic Program Manager, for each of the terms. Academic Tutors and Academic English              
Instructors should follow the deadline dates for submitting the grade in accordance with the              
OLIve-UP academic calendar. 
 
The grading system should be understandable and transparent so that students can understand             
requirements and the grade they are given. If possible, the grading system should be broken               
down to components, such as attendance and participation, assignments, tests, etc. This            
breakdown will depend on the discipline and way the class works. You can consider putting               
more on emphasis on class participation and oral work in the Winter Term (e.g. 20-30% for                
class attendance and participation; 20-30% for class presentations; and 40-60% for written            
work) and put an increasing focus on written assignments in the Spring Term. The breakdown               
for the Spring Term should be 10% for participation, 25% for response papers or              
equivalent homework, 25% for mid-term assignment and 50% for final assignment. An            
emphasis on quantifiable components is encouraged. The given grades should reflect           
differences among students' performance. 
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OLIve-UP students evaluate the English and Tutoring classes at the end of each term. CEU               
practice is that instructors do not share the term grade until the course evaluations are closed.                
The grades will be entered in the Infosys system by the Program Coordinator once the course                
evaluations are closed. 
 
 
 
VI. Progress reports  
 
At the end of every term, when the grades and the midterm, final papers, tests and assignments                 
are submitted, faculty are asked to send a progress report on each of their students, underlining                
the performance of the student considering the challenges they faced and their achievements.             
As well, the expected performance for the next terms should be noted. A template detailing               
what is expected in the progress reports will be shared with the faculty. 
 
The Progress reports should be submitted to the Academic Program Manager, Academic English             
Director and the Program Coordinator by the deadline agreed on. 
 
VII. Class attendance 
 
Attendance in all classes is mandatory. If a student cannot attend a class he/she will inform you                 
(as well as the Academic Program Manager and the Program Coordinator) by email. If a student                
misses a class without informing you before, please let the Academic Program Manager and              
Program Coordinator know immediately. The attendance is monitored through an Online           
Attendance Sheet on a Google Drive for each term. All the faculty will receive the editing rights                 
so that they can fill in the online sheet after each class. You are expected to fill in the online                    
attendance sheet after each class. 
 
VIII. Communication and Scheduling 
 
All communication will be done by email. Please ensure that OLIve offices has your preferred               
email for all communication.  
 
Please do not arrange classes with your students on your own. The Program Coordinator              
schedules your classes and office hours after consulting with you and taking into account              
students’ schedules.  
 
Payments will be arranged and contracted by the Program Coordinator.  
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